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LI VIN G TO GE T H E R
T H E RO LE O F S HA RE D L IV I N G IN C ANBERR A’S F U TU RE U RBAN DES IGN
A RE P ORT BY CASSIDY BA A S

I NT RO D U C TI O N
Housing is central to wellbeing. It determines where we
live, who we live with and how we interact with each
other.
Canberra’s future urban design will need to respond to
several challenges, including accommodating a rapidly
growing population with its limited land, providing
options that are affordable to all households, promoting
more sustainable practices, and enhancing amenity and
choice for residents.
Planning and policy frameworks can play an important
role in addressing these challenges, and a key element
of this is encouraging flexibility and diversity of housing,
both in terms of typologies and financing methods.
The ACT Housing Choices Project (2018) found that
market-based housing options were not providing
flexibility for varying lifestyles in both physical space and
procurement methods, and the ACT Government has
committed to address this.
This report investigates the role of shared living in
Canberra’s future urban design mix. It starts by situating
shared living in its demographic and social context and
defining its different forms. Second the report identifies
opportunities for shared living to contribute to better
housing outcomes, focusing in particular on its potential
to address affordability, sociability and sustainability
concerns. It thirdly considers the barriers to shared living
arrangements, within both current planning frameworks
and financing methods. Case studies of shared living
developments are included throughout.
Finally, the report concludes that while shared living
is not suited to everybody, it has a role in providing
additional housing choice and flexibility to Canberra
residents.
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WH AT IS S HARED L I VI N G?
CO M M UN IT Y IN U RBAN DESIGN
Other humans are integral to our own existence. This
is usually expressed in the form of a community, or
neighbourhood, where a group of people inhabit the
same place and, more importantly, feel a sense of
belonging to that place and connectedness to each other.
D E M OGR AP H IC TRENDS
Modern urban forms have been shaped by recent
trends such as the individualisation and pluralisation
of lifestyles, the changed role of women, smaller
households, a declining number of multi-generational
households and an older resident population.1 Canberra
has been shaped by these forces too. Our population is
growing and aging and our household sizes are changing.2
Increasingly, urban relationships are becoming spatially
dispersed.3 This can lead to kinship and support networks
becoming thinner as well as less intensive use of urban
housing. Australian houses are some of the biggest in the
world while our household sizes are shrinking.4
T Y P E S OF S H A R ED LIVING
Shared living can exist in many different forms. The
term shared living can refer to housing design, financial
systems or organisational structures. The varied nature of
sharing promotes a variety of shared living arrangements
that cater for a broad range of specific housing
requirements. The most common examples of shared
living are co-housing and co-living.

One of the most common examples of co-living in
Australia is purpose-built student accommodation. An
also common but less formal example is share housing.
In recent year’s the co-living model has diversified to suit
a diverse audience including young professionals. Many
build-to-rent developments are incorporating elements
of co-living with shared spaces included in addition to
a private dwelling and providers fostering a sense of
community.
Most co-living examples cater for the top end of the
market and the model is often unobtainable to lower
income households.7 Many examples of this model
currently exist, including Hollywood Treehouse and
Humanitas Deventer (see case studies).
The flexibility and blurred boundaries in shared living
mean that the process of sharing is difficult to measure
and can manifest in the home in a number of ways.
In general, the four categories of sharing are spaces,
resources, services and contracts.
CO N SU M ER PR EF ER EN C ES
Almost everyone is open to sharing something. According
to One Shared House 2030, an ongoing online survey, only
3% of respondents said they would not share anything in
their home8. More than half would share laundry facilities
and just under half would willingly share a kitchen.9

Co-housing refers to private homes with shared
elements such as gardens, laundries, or common houses.
Co-housing is a form of deliberative housing built for
specific communities and is often created and managed
by the residents.5
Co-living is any form of residence where three or more
unrelated people live under the same roof but the term
is specifically used to refer to rental accommodation that
offers ‘living as a service’.6

Ulrike Hacke, Kornelia Müller, and Elisabeth Dütschke, “Co-housing - Social
Impacts and Major Implementation Challenges,” Gaia (Heidelberg, Germany)
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O PP ORTU N I TIES FOR SHARED L I VI NG IN
C ANB E R R A’ S FUT URE URBAN DESI GN
Shared living principles have the potential to address
Canberra’s future urban design challenges through:
A F FORDA BILIT Y
The sharing of some housing services increases density
and allows urban land to be utilised more efficiently,
which means housing can be provided more affordably.
Shared living is a form of deliberative housing, which is
housing that is purposefully built for a specific group of
people. By closely matching the housing needs of these
specific groups, deliberative housing is more affordable
than more speculative types of housing.10
Speculative housing, which is most of what the market
provides, is not designed with any particular customer
in mind. It is attractive to property investors rather
than owner-occupiers, and can result in highly generic
apartment products, often poorly designed and of poor
quality with too little attention given to amenity, lifestyle
costs or the cost of living in such an apartment.11 In
a speculative development, the market supply is less
effective at matching consumer demands and consumers
often end up paying for things they do not want or need.
Deliberative development also contributes to affordability
by delivering higher than average environmental
performances and quality construction. This improves the
building’s life cycle and decreases day-to-day living costs7.
Deliberative housing is usually built by either developers,
group-builds or self-builds.
C H O IC E + F L E X IB ILIT Y
Shared living can take many forms and opens access to
a greater choice of space and facilities.12 One can choose
their preferred size of community, the type of people
in it and the types of activities or interests that are
emphasised. Surrendering some inclusions of traditional
housing models leaves room for new and innovative
inclusions to take their place. While this model is not
suited to everybody, it can expand the housing choices
and better meet the specific housing needs of Canberra’s
residents, including cohorts such as students, young
professionals, and elderly people.

C A SE ST U DY:
T R EEHO U SE HO LLY WO O D, U SA
DE LI BE R AT I V E • CO -LIV I NG

OPERATOR: Treehouse Communities
COST: USD$15 million
YEAR: 2020
Treehouse is designed to be a space
where professionals can both live and
work. The USD$15 million apartment
was investor funded and now operates
similarly to a build-to-rent model with
a focus on human connection. The
whole building is owned by Treehouse
Community, who rent out the furnished
flats and studios to interested tenants,
with leases starting at 1 year. In addition
to their private flat or studio, residents
also have access to a range of communal
facilities including a music studio, library,
café, laundry and an art studio.

Hamiduddin, Iqbal, and Nick Gallent, “Self-Build Communities: The Rationale
and Experiences of Group-Build (Baugruppen) Housing Development in
Germany.” Housing studies 31, no. 4 (2016): 365–383.
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FIGURE 1: Furnished private studio in Treehouse
Hollywood (Photo by Art Gray)
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The need for greater housing choices is established in the
2017 Housing Choices Discussion Paper. Figure 2 outlines
the limited diversity in Canberra’s current housing stock
and the low share of high density housing.13
FIGURE 2: Dwelling types and proportions by district, 2017

In addition, Sharam estimates that in Australia only 7%
of higher density housing is owner-occupied.14 There is a
significant gap in the market for affordable, sustainable,
quality apartments.
S O C I ABIL IT Y
MEETING THE NEEDS OF AN AGEING POPULATION
In Canberra there is strong preference among older
residents to stay in their local area15. Figure 3 shows that
residents over 65 are more likely to consider higher density
living than the average population. There is a strong desire
for alternative housing choices among older residents in
the ACT. This is captured in the demonstration housing
project, Stellulata in Ainslie, which started as a co-housing
project for residents to retire in their own neighbourhood.16
FIGURE 3: Community preferences for type and location of dwelling

C A SE ST U DY:
HU M A N I TA S D EV EN T ER ,
N ET HER L A N D S:
DE LI BE R AT I V E • CO -LIV I NG

OPERATOR: Humanitas Deventer
YEAR: 2012
Humanitas Deventer is a nursing home
with student accommodation. Instead of
paying rent, 6 students spend a minimum
of 30 hours a month with their older
neighbours. No care is required, and the
time is spent doing activities together or
sharing meals.

ACT Government, Housing Choices Discussion Paper (Canberra: 2017), 19,
Figure 4.
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FIGURE 4: Student and nursing home resident
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NEIGHBOURHOOD SATISFACTION
Studies have found that shared living, specifically
co-housing projects, can also benefit the wider
community and help transform a bland neighbourhood
into active and attractive precincts.17 The community
created from housing groups can be more easily
addressed due to their self-organisation and often bring
together a “critical mass” of committed people.
Figure 5 shows that while the majority of residents were
satisfied with their neighbourhood as a place to live, the
overall neighbourhood satisfaction has declined in the
last decade.18

FIGURE 5: Neighbourhood satisfaction in 2015 compared to 2004

C A SE ST U DY:
T HE CO M M O N S, M ELBO U R N E
H YBR I D • CO -H O U S I NG

OPERATOR: MIA Property
YEAR: 2014

S U S TA IN A BILIT Y
With concern for the environment growing, we are
becoming increasingly aware of our carbon footprint.
Living and working together more densely is one
of the biggest ways in which we can contribute to
the sustainability of our buildings and cities.19 The
construction industry is the largest contributor to
energy use, accounting for 39% of all carbon emissions
worldwide.20 By changing the way we build our homes we
can reduce this figure.

The Commons strategy to provide at-cost
housing was to build more with less. How
space is used in the units is considered; all
units have one bathroom (no en suites),
bike storage has replaced all car parks
and the whole building shares a rooftop
laundry. This reflects the understanding
that achieving sustainability is as
much about lifestyle changes as it is
technology.21 The overall design reduces
embodied energy while also featuring
technologies such as rooftop solar,
double glazing, etc. While addressing
sustainability, all these considerations
also result in a lower house price and
lower living costs.

“Demonstration Housing Project”, Environment, Planning and Sustainable
Development Directorate, https://www.planning.act.gov.au/urban-renewal/
demonstration-housing-project.
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UN Environment and International Energy Agency, ‘Towards a zero-emission,
efficient, and resilient buildings and construction sector’, UN Environment
Global Status Report 2017, 11 December 2017.
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“The Commons,” Breathe Architecture, https://www.breathe.com.au/
project/the-commons.
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FIGURE 6: The Commons communal garden (Photo
by James Geer for Assemble Papers)
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BA R R IE R S TO SHARED L I V I N G
Deliberative housing, including shared living, is usually
built by either developers, group-builds or self-builds.
Barriers to implementation differ depending on the
development model so it is important to understand the
difference between them.
Developer-build: Much like any property developer,
a deliberative housing developer is an entity that
develops deliberative housing. Nightingale Housing is an
Australian developer and builds housing that is a hybrid
of speculative and deliberative.
Group-build: Group-build or Baugruppen is a form of
community led development where a group of interested
parties is formed to build a residential development.22
Group-build moves beyond simple cooperative ownership
of buildings. Groups can start organically, as a group of
friends and family or be established by professionals who
then bring interested parties together.23
Although group-build is associated with social interaction
and creating a strong community, often the primary goal
for group-builds is more affordable housing.24 The value
of group-build housing is less about immediate financial
return and more about the ability to acquire property
of greater value as a consequence of the build process.
The distinctive approach of group-build results in homes
that more closely match the needs of the occupant
households. With group-build it can be difficult to
establish an initiative group and after a project has been
set up the performance perspectives are often vague.25
Self-build: Self-build is a development funded by
oneself. Common examples of self-build projects
includes single dwellings, dual occupancies, and intergenerational housing.
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C A SE ST U DY:
N I G HT I N G A LE HO U SI N G
H YBR I D S PE CU L AT IV E AND DE LIB ER ATIVE

Nightingale Housing, a model formed
after the development of the Commons,
is a hybrid speculative-deliberative model
shaped by the gap between the equity
potential members could provide and the
equity contribution banks required.26
Nightingale Housing’s first project,
Nightingale 1, was funded by external
investors as interested buyers could not
provide the 30 per cent equity required
by banks. It followed a speculative
development legal model (developer-led
with pre-sales) but financially aimed
at the minimum profit required by
financiers to enable the apartment
buyers to purchase at near cost. Similar
to speculative development, the architect
is the developer not an owner-occupier,
but unlike speculative development the
housing is delivered at-cost.

Hacke, Müller, and Dütschke, “Co-housing - Social Impacts and Major
Implementation Challenges,” 236.
25
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FIGURE 7: Nightingale 1 (Photo by Tom Ross for
Nightingale Housing)
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P L A NN IN G FR AMEWO RK
The current planning framework is a significant barrier to
developer-build and group-build projects in Canberra.
Under the current framework the Nightingale Housing
model is not able to be implemented in the ACT. Barriers
include proximity to public transport and permitted
parking requirements, which limit site locations to town
centres like Civic, Belconnen, Woden. These permitted
areas are not always well matched to the demands and
needs of prospective shared living occupants.
Aiming to test innovative forms of housing in Canberra,
the Demonstration Housing Project offers an alternative
way for shared living to be implemented in the ACT.27
As an exercise in understanding innovative housing
solutions, this process involves long timeframes for
development approvals, making it more viable for
group-build and self-build projects than developers
and limiting the scale at which shared living can be
implemented in the ACT.
ACC E SS TO FINANCE
Developer-build projects are funded by the developer, but
for group-build housing, access to finance is a significant
barrier. Group-builds often struggle to obtain finance
for their development as shared living is a relatively
new housing model and financiers are cautious about
it.28 Financiers require project proponents to contribute
equity, provide collateral and for directors and senior
managers to provide personal guarantees. In addition,
projects often need obtain pre-sales and demonstrate to
the financier an appropriate loan to cost ratio. In most
cases investors have to sell their own homes to fund
the developments. The difficulty of obtaining financing
means that group-build deliberative housing is less
accessible to lower income households.

27

“Demonstration Housing Project”.
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G. J. Coates, “The Sustainable Urban District of Vauban in Freiburg,
Germany,” International journal of design & nature and ecodynamics 8, no. 4
(2013): 265–286.
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C A SE ST U DY:
VAU BA N , F R EI BU RG
I MPLE ME NT ING G RO U P-BU ILD

Starting construction in 1998, Vauban
is a best practice example of citizen
participation in urban development.
The district is seen as ecologically,
socially, economically, architecturally
and technologically sustainable. Well
connected to the rest of the city with
the light rail and bus as well as walking
trails and bike paths. Priority for
residential development given to private
homeowners and Baugruppen, rather
than investor developers
Baugruppen or group-build sites were
allocated as part of master plan of the
district. Rather than distributing these
sites to maximise sale price, the city
evaluated the development proposals of
the Baugruppen based on design merit
and ability to meet sustainability goals.
By doing this the question became: “‘How
can the sale of this land best suit the
goals of the project and the needs of its
future residents?’ rather than, ‘How can
the city make the most money from land
sales?’”.29
Design freedom were granted to
Baugruppen as long as proposals
maintained required density, height limits
and energy use standards. More than
45 Baugruppen developed the majority
of housing in Vauban (between 1998
and 2009). This approach resulted in an
estimated cost savings for participating
homeowners of 25% or more compared
to conventional profit-oriented
commercial development.
Public Control of land (not necessarily
direct ownership) has been a key
enabling factor, with the municipality
able to exercise a high level of control
over planning permission and the
freezing of land prices. Price freezing
and disposal have been a crucial means
of value-capture, delivering significant
funds for the extension of Freiburg’s tram
network, crucial to the success of the
new residential quarters.30
8

CO NC LU S I O N
Promoting a diversity of housing types and choices
will be central to addressing Canberra’s future urban
design challenges. While not suited to everybody, shared
living has a role to play in meeting the specific housing
needs of significant cohorts of Canberra’s population
and providing additional housing choice and flexibility
to Canberra residents. Governments and policy can
have a positive influence by identifying and addressing
barriers to shared living developments, specifically by
incorporating shared living models into current planning
frameworks and increasing the variety of financing
methods available. Shared living has an important
place in Canberra’s future urban design mix as it has
the potential to deliver improved housing outcomes by
addressing affordability, sociability and sustainability
challenges.
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